WGS 345/PHI 312: Morality in African Literature & Film
Online

Professor Kate Wininger
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This is going to be an exciting and extremely varied course! Weekly work will involve seeing an African film, YouTube lectures/TED
talks, looking at images of Art, reading theoretical and fictional material. This course challenges the binary heterosexual norm of
European science, law, and philosophy in profound ways. In many African cultures, there is gender fluidity; women can become
men and take a wife. Children born to the wife are the female husband's children. There can be male daughters. So, although we
will look at issues common in gender studies in America and Europe, the very idea of gender will be new in these contexts. We will
examine issues involving sustainability, war, children, marriage that range over men and women's lives. Intellectual. cinematic and
literary movements have had profound impacts on generations of thinkers in West, East, and Southern African. Important recent
controversies in gender and post-colonial philosophy emerge as we explore African theory, fiction, and visual culture. 3 credits.

WGS 345/ENG 383: Baldwin & Morrison
Portland

MW 11 :45am - 1 :00pm

Professor Eve Raimon

This course compares the work of two of the most influential modern African American writers: James Baldwin and Toni Morrison. The
course will complicate W.E.B. Du Bois' notion of "double consciousness" as both black and American by introducing the categories
of gender and sexuality. Both writers challenged received norms in these areas in strikingly different ways. As well, we will pay
particular attention to the various literary and rhetorical strategies Baldwin and Morrison employ in their critiques of the failed
promises of U.S. democracy. Other central themes include the artist as social critic, Jim Crow segregation, and literature as a site for
a critical reimagining of history. Finally, we will examine Baldwin's and Morrison's ideas concerning the complexities of race in the
twentieth-first century. 3 credits.
WGS 345/ENG 344: Digital Feminisms: Social Action Online
TR 2:45pm - 4:00pm
Portland

Professor Jessica Ouellette

This course will focus on the relationship between digital rhetoric and feminist practices in order to consider the ways in which
structures and uses of digital platforms shape political projects and vice versa. We will use various feminist conversations and projects
(e.g. SlutWalk, FEMEN. #gamergate, Feministing, #femfuture) as case studies to think through the unique possibilities and boundaries
of sharing ideas and building coalitions through the use of digital rhetoric. How do feminist rhetorics and practices change in digital
environments? How does the rhetorical landscape of the web influence the opportunities and limitations for feminist organizing,
protest. and action? How do web users use digital rhetoric to address issues related to identity and embodiment, such as race,
gender, class, nationality, and sexuality? And how does digital rhetoric contribute to producing and shaping knowledge about these
issues? Asking these and other questions, we will consider how communications on the web shape and are shaped by global
political projects dedicated to addressing gendered inequalities. We will also always consider how feminist projects are implicated in
and can resist other intersecting structures of power. 3 credits.
WGS 365/SWO 365: Examining Oppression & Valuing Diversity
Online

Professor Hermeet Kohli

This course is designed to provide a framework for understanding and respecting cultural diversity. The cultural aspects of
race/ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomic status, and ableness will be discussed. A central theme in organizing the
course is the examination of the role of oppression in shaping lives of members of various cultural groups. 3 credits.
WGS 365/SBS 399: Gender, Education, and Schooling
Portland
R 4:10pm - 6:40pm

Professor Christy Hammer

This course addresses both historical and contemporary issues of gender through a comparative lens in education and schooling
drawing primarily from behavioral and social sciences, philosophy, and education studies to explore how the philosophy of
knowledge, practice of education, and the experience of schooling are gendered. Scholarly work will be supplemented with
research and analysis from governmental and professional organizations. We will analyze elements of gender-fair learning including
the politics and economics of schooling, social reproduction theory, gender power identity and culture, gendered moral
development, and assumptions of gender differences in intellectual-cognitive functioning and brain lateralization. Study will also
include gender issues in curriculum development and implementation, the "chilly climate" for girls in schools and classrooms, Civil
Rights and education laws and regulations, interventions related to gender inequality in schools, the "what about the boys"
education debate, patterns of gender achievement in schools, in classroom instruction and pedagogical versus "andragogical"
practices, and in assessment in schools including that in both standardized and "authentic" assessment practices. Also covered is
the intersectionality of gender to race and class in education, sex education, females and STEM. and the gendered nature of
expectations, academic and career choices, and outcomes or what Max Weber calls "life chances". 3 credits.

